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MAGIC OF MERLIN  

 

Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra 

Marc Taddei Conductor 

Paul Rissmann Presenter 

Lana Kains Soprano 

 

STRAUSS  Also sprach Zarathustra, Op 30    2’ 

    

BEETHOVEN Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus, Op 43              3’

     

MUSSORGSKY Pictures at an Exhibition      3’30 

Arr. Ravel   XIV Baba Yaga (The Hut on Chicken Legs)               

       

RISSMANN  Meet the Orchestra      2’ 

 

GRIEG  Peer Gynt Suite No1, Op 46 

IV In the Hall of the Mountain King    3’ 

      

RISSMANN  Merlin        16’ 

   For Audience and Orchestra 

    

WILLIAMS  Harry Potter Symphonic Suite    5’30 

arr. Brubaker   
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TASMANIAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

 
Marko Letonja Chief Conductor and Artistic Director 

 

The Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra has been at the forefront of concert life in Tasmania 

for more than six decades. Established in 1948 and declared a Tasmanian Icon in 1998, the 

TSO gives nearly 80 concerts annually including seasons in Hobart and Launceston, and 

appearances in Tasmanian regional centres. Additionally, the TSO collaborates with other 

Tasmanian arts organisations, including highly successful projects with the Museum of Old 

and New Art (MONA). 

Resident in Hobart’s purpose-built Federation Concert Hall, the TSO has a full complement 

of 47 musicians. Marko Letonja is the orchestra’s Chief Conductor and Artistic Director. 

For works that require choral forces, the TSO is joined by the TSO Chorus. With 

approximately 80 CDs in its catalogue, including 21 titles in the Australian Composer Series on 

ABC Classics and 14 in the Romantic Piano Concerto Series on the British label Hyperion, the 

TSO is known and heard nationally and internationally. In December 2016-January 2017 the 

TSO gave a highly successful tour of China, performing nine concerts in seven cities, 

including Shanghai and Nanjing. 
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ABOUT THE MUSIC 

 

Also sprach Zarathustra – Strauss (1864-1949) 

Also sprach Zarathustra (Thus spake Zoroastra) was composed in 1896 by German composer 

Richard Strauss. It is based on a philosophical poem. The opening part is known as “Sunrise” 

and has become very well known since being used in the movie “2001: A Space Odyssey”.  

 

Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus - Beethoven (1770-

1827) 

The Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus is the opening music to a ballet by German 

composer Ludwig van Beethoven in 1801.  The ballet is based on a story of Greek 

mythological characters.  

 

Baba Yaga (Hut on Fowl’s Legs) – Mussorgsky (1839-1881)   

Baba Yaga is from a series of musical pieces based on different scenes inspired by Russian 

folk tales called “Pictures at an Exhibition”.  It was written by Russian composer Modeste  

 

Mussorgsky in 1874.  In Russian folklore Baba Yaga is a scary woman who lives in a hut 

which stands on chicken legs.     

In the Hall of the Mountain King – Grieg (1843-1907) 

Edvard Grieg was a Norwegian composer. This music was written in 1867 and comes from 

his orchestral work called” Peer Gynt”. This particular piece is very well known music and 

has been used many times in other formats.  In the story Peer Gynt enters the Hall of the 

Mountain King and is chased by a noisy crowd of trolls or goblins.   
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TEACHING IDEAS 

 

PATTERNS FROM THE PROGRAM 

MUSSORGSKY  Hut on Fowls’ Legs 

This is the rhythm of the opening 16 bars. It sets the mood for the whole piece.  

Teach it to your students, being very careful about the rests. The silences are just as 

important as the sounds!  

Divide the class in half and use it as a stimulus for a movement activity, with half playing and 

the others moving appropriately. No movement in the rest bars! Swap over so everyone has 

a turn at both playing and moving.  

This is the “old woman” tune that is heard a little way into the piece.  

Ask your students to make up some words to fit both the tune and the story (which could 

be the one associated with the piece, or their own).  

It’s easy to play on mallet percussion and/or recorders. You could ask the students to create 

a rhythm percussion part to go with it, using motifs from the opening rhythm above.  
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GRIEG In the Hall of the Mountain King 

This is the tune that’s repeated many times.  

 

 

Here are some possible words for the melody: 

We are scary, horrid trolls, horrid trolls, horrid trolls. 

We are scary, horrid trolls and now we’re after you! 

 

Tell the story to the children and ask them to make up their own words; or ask them what 

the story behind the music might be, and make up some words to go with that.  

 

Here’s a bass line that will fit with it. Play it on a low-sounding instrument (bass marimba or 

xylophone, for example) 

 

 

 

NB This is the original key so children could play along with a recording.  
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Strauss Op 30, Also sprach Zarathustra 
 

Learn to play the melody and bass part of the opening theme. 

 

 Teach students the melody below on a melodic instrument such as a soprano or alto 

xylophone or a recorder. Where the melody is divided, a chromatic glockenspiel 

could also be used to play the upper part. 

 

 

 Teach students the bass part on a lower instrument, such as a bass xylophone or 

low marimba. Try a word rhythm to help with the triplets in bars 6 and 10; here’s 

one that works: Turning and rolling on into eternity. 

 

 When students have learnt both parts divide the class into two groups. One group 

plays the melody and one group plays the lower part. 

 

 

 Play along with an audio recording or the YouTube clip  

https://youtu.be/e-QFj59PON4  

 

 

 Ask the students which instruments play the part they have learned in the orchestral 

excerpt. (In the excerpt the trumpets play the melody and the timpani mostly play the 

bass part, with the semi-breves at the beginning played by a number of bass instruments.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/e-QFj59PON4
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STORY TELLING IN MUSIC – PROGRAMMATIC MUSIC  

Programmatic music can be defined as a composition which depicts a story, a place, an 

event, or series of events, an object or a person within its music suggesting visual images or 

'telling a story'. 

 

Musical devices used to express the story may include: 

 Musical motifs - short melodic or rhythmic ideas used to represent characters or 

images. 

 Orchestral colour - use of instruments to represent characters or images. 

 Direct imitation of sounds eg birdsong or thunder. 

 Dynamics, tempo and texture. 

 

Critical thinking questions/prompts 

 How does music tell a story?  

 What do you see while you listen? 

 What do you think of while you listen?  

 How do composers create drama/suspense/mood in their music?  

 What musical elements are used?   

 How do composers use musical elements to make you feel scared, or happy, or like 

someone is chasing you?  

 

Ask your students to imagine that they are a composer. Ask them the following questions: 

 If you wanted to create a piece of music that is going to tell a story about sitting 

under a tree reading, what would the music sound like? 

 How would the music change if the story was about running in a race?  

 Lead the discussion to talk about musical elements of instrumentation, tempo and 

dynamics.  

 

ELEMENTS OF MUSIC  

 

Instrumentation: In what combination are the instruments being used? What is the type 

of ensemble you can hear? 

 

Tempo: Refers to the speed of the beat (i.e. fast/slow). Does it ever change? Is it steady? 

Does it get faster or slower? When does it change? We use mainly Italian terms to indicate 

tempo: 

 Adagio = slow  

 Andante = moderately slow tempo 

 Moderato = moderately  

 Allegro = fast  

 Presto = very fast  

 Accelerando = getting faster 

 Rallentando = getting slower 
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Dynamics: Refers to the level of volume at which the music is played (i.e. loud/soft). Do 

they change? We use mainly Italian terms to indicate dynamics: 

 

 pp = pianissimo = very soft 

 p = piano = soft 

 mp = mezzo piano = moderately soft 

 mf = mezzo forte = moderately loud 

 f = forte = loud 

 ff = fortissimo = very loud 

 crescendo = gets gradually louder 

 decrescendo = gets soft gradually 

 

 

Tone Colour/Timbre: Refers to the individual sound of an instrument or voice. What 

instruments/ voices do you hear? Each instrument has a different tone colour. Is the sound 

pleasant? Is it harsh? Is it mellow? Is it dark?  

 

 

Texture: Texture refers to the layers of sound and how the layers relate to each other. Is 

the sound thick (lots of instruments) or thin (few instruments) 

 

 

Pitch: Relates to the notes used (high, medium, low) and what sequence they are used in. 

Melody (tune): a melody is the part of the song you might hum to yourself as you 

remember the song.  

This is the horizontal aspect of pitch.  

When pitches are put together they make melodies. What is the shape of the melody? 

Melody can be described as monotone, ascending, descending, wavy contour, jagged. What 

instrument/s are playing the melody? 

Harmony (accompaniment): The vertical aspect of pitch: what is being played with the 

melody. 

Tonality: a melody (and its supporting harmony) is based on a particular scale (e.g. major, 

minor, blues, chromatic) 

 
 

Rhythm: the pattern of long and short sounds or silences.   

What time signature is being used? (Meter 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8, 3/2), Does the piece use 

patterns? Repetition? An ostinato? A drone? Listen for repetitive patterns. 

 

 

Mood/Expression: This is how the music affects you emotionally. For example: an upbeat 

tune may make you joyful, while a slow violin song may make you feel lonely, cold, and 

depressed.  

Use adjectives (descriptive words) to describe the music. Here are some examples:  dark, 

cold, mysterious, joyous, loud, soft, morbid, sad, swift, bubbly, gurgling, light, buoyant, heavy, 

dragging, bouncy, smooth, choppy, sensitive, weak, strong, bright, excited, warm, colourful, 

cheerful, dramatic, exciting, exhilarated, passionate, sensational, soaring, dreamy, scared, 

triumphant, tragic, yearning, agitated, angry, restless, tense, depressing, gloomy, melancholy, 

mournful, solemn, dreamy, sentimental, tranquil, forlorn.  

What do you hear in the music that suggests this mood? Does the mood ever change? 

Describe the changes. 
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The following teaching ideas may be used for any of the subsequent pieces: 

STRAUSS Also sprach Zarathustra   

MUSSORGSKY Baba Yaga (The Hut on Chickens Legs) from Pictures at an 

Exhibition 

GRIEG In The Hall of the Mountain King from the Peer Gynt Suite No. 1  

 

Listen to a recording of any of the pieces above without telling the students the story.   

Ask your students to answer the following questions. 

a) What do you imagine is happening in the music?  How does the music help you 

imagine those things?  (for example In The Hall of the Mountain King the music starts 

slowly and softly, becomes faster and louder, the pitch starts low and gradually gets 

higher and higher)  

b) What is the story that this piece of music is telling you?    

c) Compile a list from the students and discuss what musical elements made them feel 

that way, then discuss the way the composer used the musical elements. 

Ask your students to draw while they listen. 

a) Draw a picture of what you think the music is creating.  Give your picture a title.  

b) Ask the students share their artwork, with the title, and discuss what they heard in 

the music that led them to draw this.  

Once students have completed this work, reveal to them the story/legend that the 

composer based his work on and see how their ideas match. 

 

 

Ask the students to create their own listening map.   

a) Discuss the elements that need to be included on a listening map. 

b) Use these listening maps below to give them ideas.  

Richard Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_16fZ3E82k  

was created for a music education project at the University of Tennessee using Movie 

Maker.  

Listening maps for In the Hall of the Mountain King can be found at the following links:  

 https://sites.google.com/a/owu.edu/musicbird/mus-363-teaching-music-

elementary/listening-maps  

 This listening map video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KySK917oYTc  may be 

useful however it shows only the beginning phrases and the ending phrase.  

c) Once they are finished, ask the students to work in pairs and swap their listening 

maps with their partner.  Play the piece for the class and get the students to use 

one another’s listening maps as they listen to the piece. 

d) Discuss the effectiveness of the map. Could it be followed easily? Did it have all 

the important elements on it?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_16fZ3E82k
https://sites.google.com/a/owu.edu/musicbird/mus-363-teaching-music-elementary/listening-maps
https://sites.google.com/a/owu.edu/musicbird/mus-363-teaching-music-elementary/listening-maps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KySK917oYTc
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Discuss how any of the composers Strauss, Mussorgsky or Grieg used various musical 

contrasts to create the musical story.  Using similar musical contrasts to Strauss, Mussorgsky 

or Grieg (i.e. tempo, texture, dynamics), compose a soundscape. (A soundscape is created to 

replicate sounds of a place or an event and is usually written down using a graphic score that uses 

pictures/symbols to represent the sounds of each instrument).  

a) In small groups of three or four create a soundscape based on a story e.g. a chase, 

rainforest, a rocket launch, a day at the beach.   

b) Students need to decide on the story they are going to use. These could be taken 

from the ideas above or they could devise one of their own. 

c) Each group will need to brainstorm ideas and decide on the musical elements they 

are going to use to create contrasts in their piece. These ideas should be written 

down.  

d) Groups need to graphically notate their soundscape on a large piece of paper. 

e) Each group performs their soundscape to the class. 

f) After the performances invite the class to discuss the effectiveness of each piece and 

how the music told the story.  Did the graphic score depict the piece successfully?  

 

 

Additional ideas for STRAUSS Also sprach Zarathustra, Op. 30 

a) Explain to students that this music was used in the movie 2001, A Space Odyssey.  

b) Ask students to think of what might be happening in Space when this music is heard 

in the movie. Write their ideas down on the board. 

c) Show students the YouTube clip from this movie. https://youtu.be/e-QFj59PON4 

d) Compare the YouTube clip with the ideas from the class. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/e-QFj59PON4
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MOVEMENT AND DANCE 

Strauss: This music is known as Sunrise. Make a dance or movement sequence to 

depict a sunrise. You could work in pairs, small groups or work it out as a whole class. You 

could use scarves or fabric pieces to show the colours of a sunrise. Discuss how a sunrise 

progresses, how can you show that in your dance? 

 

Beethoven:  This music is based around Greek mythological creatures. You could do 

some basic research on this. There is a YouTube clip with an excerpt from this ballet that 

you could watch by The Francesca Harper Project & GVSU Dance.  Find it at 

https://youtu.be/PUGgzgpRJ5M. Discuss styles of ballet, costumes and the skills needed to 

perform. 

 

Mussorgsky:  Think about the character Baba Yaga and how she might move. Try dancing 

to the music as you think she would dance. Try dancing as if you have chicken legs.  (There 

are some YouTube pictures related to this music but view them first as they could well be 

too long or also scary for small children). 

What other fairy tales have scary old ladies in them?  (Hansel and Gretel, Sleeping Beauty). 

 

Grieg: In this music there is a noisy crowd of trolls or goblin-type creatures. Listen to the 

changing tempo and dynamics and act out how the creatures would have moved. Make sure 

you start very quietly and change your movements as the music builds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/PUGgzgpRJ5M
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MUSICAL CONTRASTS 
 

1  TUNING IN TO CONTRASTS 
 

 What does the word “contrast” mean? Brainstorm ideas with students. Write their 

ideas on the board. If they are struggling to share ideas show them a visual contrast 

such as a piece of white paper and a piece of black paper. 

 Ask the students what sort of contrasts there are in music. Again, brainstorm ideas 

on the board.  Share with them an aural contrast by playing or singing something 

loud followed by the same thing soft. 

 Play the opening “Adagio” (slow) section of Beethoven Op. 43, The Creatures of 

Prometheus and ask the students to listen for musical contrasts. After listening, ask 

them what they heard.  

 

CONDUCTING CONTRASTS IN DYNAMICS AND TEMPO  

(see score excerpt: Beethoven, after these activities)  

 Teach students how to conduct a 3/4 beat pattern. Show them first. Use the words 

“Down, Out, Up” to help them get the direction of the pattern correct. 

 Ask students to practice with you several times. You may like to give them a mallet 

or a chopstick to hold in their hand as their “baton”. 

 When the students have learnt the pattern, play the opening “Adagio” section from 

the piece. Ask them to conduct in time along with the music.  

 While conducting with the students watch to see if any are adding any “stylistic” 

elements to their conducting. For example, note whether anyone is making the beat 

larger for louder parts of the music. 

 Refer back to the previous activity where students were asked to share what 

contrasts they heard in the opening. Two obvious contrasts are Dynamics (loud 

and soft and crescendo and diminuendo) and articulation of notes (Staccato: short 

and light and Legato: smooth and slurred). 

 Ask students to practice ways to show changes in dynamics and articulation of 

notes.  

 Share ideas. Ask students to demonstrate to the class ways of conducting dynamic 

and articulation changes while still giving the 3/4 beat pattern. 

 Agree upon a set style. For example, a large beat for loud music and a small beat for 

soft music. A “pointed” beat for short, staccato notes and a connected, flowing beat 

pattern for the smooth, legato notes. 

 Teacher and students conduct along to the Adagio section of the music adding these 

musical contrasts into the beat pattern. 

 This activity can be continued further into the faster Allegro molto con brio section, 

which follows the Adagio section. Students will need to learn the 2/4 beat pattern to 

conduct this part of the music. Simply, use the words “Down, Up” repeated to help 

them learn the pattern. 

 Students may also notice that the change in time signature from 3/4 time to 2/4 (or 

Cut common) time is also a musical contrast.  

 To finish conducting the musical contrasts, students could conduct from the 

beginning Adagio (3/4 time) section and move into the contrasting Allegro (2/4 

time/Cut Common) section. 
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2 MUSICAL CONTRASTS COMPOSITION 
 

 Prepare to play the opening Adagio (slow) section of Beethoven Op. 43, The 

Creatures of Prometheus.  Ask the students to listen for musical contrasts.  

 

 After listening, ask them which contrasts they heard. (Such as contrasts in dynamics, 

articulation of notes and texture). Write down the contrasts they identified on the 

board. 

 

 Continue by listening to the Allegro molto con brio section of the music.  

 

 Once again, ask the students to identify the musical contrasts in the Allegro (fast) 

section of the piece. Write down the contrasts on the board. 

 

 Explain the composition task. In small groups students are going to create a piece of 

music in two contrasting sections (Binary form). These sections will be called 

Section A and Section B. One section will be Allegro (fast) and the other will be 

Adagio (slow). 

 

 Within each section there should be further musical contrast using musical elements 

of dynamics (loud and soft), articulation of notes (staccato and legato) and texture 

(thick and thin). These musical elements are all present in the Beethoven piece. 

 

 Each group will need to choose classroom percussion instruments to create their 

composition. 

 

 The composition could be “notated” in some way. Each section could consist of a 

visual, graphic score. The score should include the instruments used, tempo, 

dynamics, articulation and texture. 

 

 Each group will need time to plan, practise and write down their composition. 

(Refer to Composition of Contrasts Template on the following page.) 

 

 When completed, the Musical Contrasts Composition should be performed to the 

class 

 

 This could provide an opportunity for students to comment on each other’s work, 

acting as a ‘critical friend’. Following each group’s performance, ask the class 

audience “Did the group’s composition include all the elements required?” eg was 

there a fast and slow section, and a contrast of dynamics, texture and articulation of 

notes played? 
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Composition of Contrasts 

Section A 

Tempo:_________________________ 

Section B 

Tempo: _________________________ 
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3  MUSICAL CONTRASTS: FORM 
 

Prepare to listen to the piece Mussorgsky, Baba Yaga.  Ask students to listen out for how 

many contrasting sections there are in the piece. Students might also like to write down the 

musical features of each section. 

 

IDEA: You could briefly model the ternary form of Baba Yaga by singing “Twinkle twinkle 

little star” to the class. Ask them to tell you whether there are any repeated words or 

repeated melodies. “Twinkle” is made up of a simple ternary form. A B A.  

A: “Twinkle twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are. 

B:  Up above the world so high, like a diamond on the sky. 

A: Twinkle twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are” 

 

 After listening to the whole piece, discuss the form of the piece with the class. How 

is the “B” section different/contrasting to the A sections?  

 

 Give students a copy of the Form and Musical Contrasts Listening activity template. 

(Refer to the following pages. The first page is a blank student activity template. The 

second page is the answer page.) 

 

 Explain to the students that they need to listen out for 4 musical elements in each 

section of the piece.  

These are: the predominant dynamic of the section, tempo, texture of the 

instrumentation and the articulation of the notes. 

o Is the tempo: fast or slow? 

o Is the predominant dynamic: loud or soft? 

o Is the texture of instrumentation: thick or thin/sparse? 

o Is the articulation of notes: heavy/accented or smooth/light?  

 

 Listen to the A section of the piece only and then pause the music. (Beginning to 

1’08). Allow students time to think and write in their answers.  

 

 Continue music listening to the B section (1’09 to 2’24) and again pausing the 

music so students can write in their answers. 

 

 Listen to the remainder of the music, another A section (2’25 to the end). 

 

 Play the whole piece again pausing between the sections and allowing students to 

check their answers and make changes if necessary. 

 

 Discuss the student answers with or without playing the piece again. 
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Section / Characteristics Tempo Dynamics Texture Articulation 

 

A 

    

 

B 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 
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Section / Characteristics Tempo Dynamics Texture Articulation 

 

A 

 

 

Fast 

 

 

Loud 

 

 

Thick 

 

 

Heavy 

 

B 

 

 

Slow 

 

 

Soft 

 

 

Thin / Sparse 

 

 

Smooth / Light 

 

A 

 

 

Fast 

 

 

Loud 

 

 

Thick 

 

 

Heavy 
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4  CONTRASTS IN INSTRUMENTAL TIMBRE 
 

 Prepare to listen to the piece Grieg, In the Hall of the Mountain King. 

 Hand out one of the following pictures to each child, from the “What is a Symphony 

Orchestra?” pdf, available from https://www.tso.com.au/educate/classroom-resources/ 

 Some students will have the same instruments. 

o Cello and Double bass, Bassoon, Violin 1 and 2 and Oboe and clarinet.  

o These instruments either play the melody or the “melodic” crotchet beat from the 

beginning until almost figure B in the music. (See the score excerpt following this 

section, or refer to the melody and bass line in the Patterns section of this kit).  

 

 Students should identify what instrument(s) they have and could sit with other students who 

have the same instrument as them. 

 

 Play students the opening cello and double bass melody on the piano.  Ask them to listen 

out for this in the following recording.  

 

 Play the orchestral recording from the beginning to figure B. Students should raise their 

instrument picture when they hear it play the melody. 

 

 Next play the opening 4 bar crotchet bass pattern in the Bassoon part (Fagotti) on the 

piano. Ask students to listen out for it on the recording. 

 

 Play the orchestral recording from the beginning to Figure B. This time ask students to hold 

up their instrument when they hear it playing the crotchet bass pattern. 

 

 Play the music from the beginning and pause after the first 5 bars and record on the board 

the instrument(s) playing the melody and the instrument(s) playing the crotchet bass pattern. 

 

 Continue this process 4 bars at a time, pausing at the end of each and identifying the 

instruments playing. Refer to the score excerpt from the beginning to figure B.  

 

 Look back at the instruments used in each group of 4 bars. Ask students why they think the 

composer has alternated the melody and bass line between these instruments. 

 

 Discuss which instrument family the instrument has come from and whether the instrument 

is a high-pitched instrument or a low sounding instrument.  Can students identify the 

contrasts in the timbre from the instruments playing the two parts and/or the contrast in 

pitch level? 

 

 To finish, listen to the piece again from the beginning to section B, with students holding up 

their instrument whenever they hear it play either part. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tso.com.au/educate/classroom-resources/
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ASSESSMENT 
Successful completion of any of the activities in this pack will offer evidence against one or more of 

these outcomes, at the appropriate level for your students: 

 

 

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC, Version 8.1 
(sourced 25/01/2017) 

 

F-2 3-4 5-6 

 
ACAMUM080 
Develop aural skills by 
exploring and imitating 
sounds, pitch and rhythm 
patterns using voice, 
movement and body 
percussion 

 
ACAMUM084 
Develop aural skills by 
exploring, imitating and 
recognising elements of music 
including dynamics, pitch and 
rhythm patterns 
 

 
ACAMUM088 
Explore dynamics and 
expression, using aural skills to 
identify and perform rhythm 
and pitch patterns 

 
ACAMUM081 
Sing and play instruments to 
improvise and  practise a 
repertoire of chants, songs and 
rhymes, including songs used 
by cultural groups in the 
community 

 
ACAMUM085 
Practise singing, playing 
instruments and improvising 
music, using elements of 
music, including rhythm, pitch, 
dynamics and form in a range 
of pieces, including music from 
the local community 

 
ACAMUM089 
Develop technical and 
expressive skills in singing, 
playing instruments with 
understanding of rhythms, 
pitch and form in a range of 
pieces, including music from 
the local community 
 

 
ACAMUM082 
Create compositions and 
perform music to 
communicate ideas to an 
audience 

 
ACAMUM086 
Create, perform and record 
compositions by selecting and 
organising sounds, silences, 
tempo and volume 

 
ACAMUM090 
Rehearse and perform music 
including music they have 
composed by improvising, 
sourcing and arranging ideas 
and making decisions to 
engage an audience 
 

 

 

 


